
a) U2S Flight controller is an inertial attitude stabilizer for fixed-wing aircraft.

b) U2S has an on screen display (OSD) hardware already integrated
into the module, making installation for FPV simple, light and compact.
Critical flight information is displayed via your existing downlink system.

c) Flight stabilization is achieved via an integrated axis gyro, axis
accelerometer, magnetometer and a barometric pressure sensor. This
enables the module to accurately measure flight attitude, earth azimuth &
relative altitude to achieve:

 Extremely stable conventional flight pattern
 Stabilized flight
 Automatically return to home (RTH)
 Fixed altitude flight
 Heading and altitude lock flight
 GPS waypoint flight



d) GPS Data – enables the U2S to calculate the flight course and location of the 
aircraft. GPS Data allows aircraft return to home (RTL), Fixed altitude, Heading lock 
flight and autonomous flight via waypoints setting.

e) Integrated OSD with adjustable display - OSD hardware is integrated
into the module. Critical flight parameters are displayed via the video
downlink. The display parameter outlay can be changed via RC control.

f) Current sensor Module - U2S is supplied with aCurrent Sensor module. This
current sensor sends battery voltage, Amp draw and power consumption
data to the U2S integrated OSD.

g) Altitude control - is achieved using a high sensitivity barometric sensor
which measures relative height. Altitude is fixed via elevator servo control
and throttle management.

h) Heading control – is achieved by utilizing the three axis magnetometer,
which senses the aircraft heading angle. The aileron servo is
used to control flight heading. GPS data is used to automatically correct
heading even in windy conditions.

   
     
With GPS data input, the following are the U2S selectable flight modes:

● Manual Mode - In this mode, the U2S auto stabilization is turned off.
The aircraft is completely under pilot control. (this mode requires a certain level of
operation, it is strongly recommended not to use it in FPV flight, the default is the flight 
control 4 modes, ).

● Balance Mode - level flight is automatically maintained, making flight simple,
especially for beginners. If a pilot feels the plane is out of control, simply reduce
input control and the plane will automatically recover level flight.

● Fixed altitude – this mode maintain aircraft flight altitude. 

● Fixed altitude & Orientation fixed Mode – this mode maintains aircraft flight
course & holds the altitude on activation. By using GPS data, the system
automatically corrects flight course deviation & maintains straight-line flight.

● Waypoint Navigation Flight Mode - enable you to fly fully autonomous, with
0 to 6 waypoints settings trough settings osd interface.

●Auto Return To Home Mode (RTH) – Upon activation of this Mode, the
aircraft will automatically return to the Home point selected before start flight,
maintaining is current altitude. Upon reaching the Home point, it will initiate a circling.



                     
No. Instruction

1  Flight total mileage (unit : km)

2  Current latitude and longitude of the plane 

3  Quantity of satellites used for positionning

4  Current course of flight (unit : deg)

5  Flight time

6  Altitude

7  RSSI Voltage (ex : R15 = 1,5 Volts)

8  Flight mode

9  Plane roll inclination

10  Plane pitch angle

11  Distance to home point

12  Deviation angle

13  Power voltage 

14  Power battery current 

15  Battery power consumed

16  GPS speed

17  GMT time

18  Azimuth home location

19  Point 

20  Radar home location

21  Attitude table



         Azimuth plane location: refers to the aircraft relative to the take-off location, location is now located, such 
as： , means the aircraft is now in place to fly south direction (north is 0 degrees, 180 degrees 

south).

          Aircraft forward:   refers to the direction the plane is now moving forward, such as: , referring 

to the direction of the aircraft is 53 degrees (0 degrees north) forward.

          Aircraft return angle:  the deviation angle of the aircraft was home, such as: ，refers to the 

plane 53 degrees to the left, direction of home. 
    Another example: ，Refers to the aircraft 68 degrees right now, as the direction of home! 

             Return angle is one of the most important data! Particular attention.

          Flown: refers to the position of the aircraft from the home ground linear distance in meters. 

          Height: relative to the "home" position relative to height. Units are meters. 

          Range: Aircraft cumulative distance flown. 

          RSSI: This is the RSSI voltage wire flight control port, the unit is 0.1V, measure the voltage range of 0-  
3.3V. The display R32, said voltage 3.2V. The port used to connect the airport to receive strong segment to show 
the good and bad signal receiver. For 433 receiver, it shows the packet loss rate. 3.2 voltage (or 3.3) indicate to 
100% of the signal received, 0 voltage to 0% and control lost. According to this value, the status of the receiver 
can be seen. .

          Aircraft attitude: Display the aircraft pitch angle and tilt angle, according to a small plane icon, you can 

see in real time the aircraft attitude. As ，Said right-wing aircraft 3 degrees, the aircraft nose 

down 1 degree. 

          Timer: When more than 40% of the accelerator, for 1 or more seconds, the timer starts counting. before the 
timer does not start counting, set the mode to enter in the setup mode. When the start time, settings 
mode is not accessible and the board must be re-powered.

         Absolute time: refers GMT. 

          Radar: intermediate representation "home" position, said wing aircraft, flying wing direction indicates the 
direction of the aircraft forward. On the radar screen, the north-west left and right East, said the aircraft 
do at the position. 

                       Angle explanatory diagram:



No. Instruction

1  U2S Version 4.0

2  Roll control adjust (-120 ; +120)

3  Pitch control adjust (-120 ; +120)

4  Return throttle percentage (30%-100%)

5  Select arrow

6  Return altitude setting 50m mini – 500m maxi 

7  Set aircraft type (normal – flying wing)

8  Set home location, (6 satellites acquired minimum)

9  Voltage calibration

10  Waypoint altitude (P1 to P6)

11  Waypoint distance (ex : 200m) and azimuth (ex :90)





Note : the output jumper in place, the output voltage VCC videos have a 12V provided by the 
Current sensor connected to battery. 
If the jumper is removed, the current required to power the video circuit must be powered by 
another power source less than 12 volts.

                                                                                       

                                            Jumper in place                                 Jumper removed                          



Input signal: 

1: Aileron channel

2: Horizontal tail channel

3: Throttle channel

4: Mode Select channel

(without prior GPS data, or without GPS positioning below 4 satellites acquired, three-stage switch 
control flight mode remain in balanced mode. to set the mode switches flights mode and 
radio functions, only 4 satellites or more must be received, and then switch to the other 
control modes. 

Three-stage switch flight mode, you can switch between the four flight mode to achieve: balance mode, 
given the high mode, set high directional mode, return mode (three-stage switch in the middle 
position there are two kinds of control mode, select the mode by switching to the direction is 
determined). 

Balance modes: 3-stage switch upscale location. 
High fixed directional mode: 3-stage switch in the middle position, from the equilibrium pattern cut to the 

middle position, is given high directional mode. 
Given the high mode: 3-stage switch in the middle position, pattern cut from returning to the middle 

position, the high fixed directional mode. 
Return mode: three low-end segment switching positions.)

5: manual control channel (full manual control mode and flight control mode unless the flight master, it is 

strongly recommended not to connect to abandon empty manual mode.!)

TAKE CARE - DO NOT CONNECT 

                         5V INPUT VOLTAGE TO RSSI INPUT 

please refer to picture for wiring connections

Output signal:

1: aileron channel 

        (no aileron servos channel vertical tail plane received) 

2: aileron channel (can be used too if you don't have Y connection wire)

3: horizontal tail channel 

4: throttle channel (ESC connection) 

5: 4-channel output, connected to one side of the V-tail aircraft tail, such as "dead fat man" aircraft, type of 

aircraft do not normally use.

6: GPS Connection 



NOTE     : If you need to connect the general layout of the aircraft rudder, the rudder servo must be directly 

inserted in a 4-channel position to the receiver, or corresponding to your rudder output receiver 

channel.

U2S needs remote control and receiver with at least 6 channels, including 4

normal channels for AIL,ELE,THR,RUD, and two for SW1,SW2 to control flying mode.

You need to choose normal fixed wing plane mode canceling all mix control modes,

meanwhile setting CH5,CH6 to two three-switch.

U2S need two three-switch to control flying mode:SW1 for deactivated mode, stable mode, 3D 

mode; SW2 for return to home and fixed attitude and head locking mode (default 

mode),circle, and path flight mode(need set). 



AILERON (Check in "Balance Mode" ) 

RIGHT Roll the plane , the right aileron should automatically move downwards, while the
left aileron move up. 

LEFT Roll the plane , the left aileron should automatically move downwards, while the 
right aileron should move up. 

If the servo movement is incorrect, you need to reverse the automated servo movement 
please reverse it with display setting to AIL to -120 at +120 (see DISPLAY SETTING 

DEFINITION)
if the servo movement is incorrect with your radio sticks, please reverse it on your radio 

settings.

ELEVATOR (Check in "Auto Balance Mode" ) 

UPWARD Incline the plane nose ,the elevator should automatically move downwards. 
DOWNWARD incline the nose ,levator should automatically move upwards. 

If the servo movement is incorrect, you need to reverse the automated servo movement 
please reverse it with display setting to ELE to -120 at +120 (see DISPLAY SETTING 

DEFINITION)
if the servo movement is incorrect with your radio sticks, please reverse it on your radio settings.



Flight control adjustment steps: 

First, in accordance with the input and output channels connected to the remote
receiver: connect the monitor to see OSD settings interface, 1-8 rows correspond to the 
settings as follows. 

 NOTE : OSD settings interface can appear is that the timer does not start counting! 
When the throttle channel is pull up greater than 40% for 2 seconds or more, then the timer 
start to counting. For setting interface entering, you must reconnect the power.
 

First, the pros and cons of the remote control to adjust the aileron and pitch 
channel to channel: 

    The throttle channel into the lowest, connect battery, breaking the right 
channel moving the aileron stick (magnitude should be sufficient), hold for 5 seconds, if
the debug screen appears, then the aileron channel is set correctly, and if not, 
then the aileron channel must be inverted. Breaking up the right aileron channel, OSD 
settings interface to appear. 

   OSD setup interface appears, bobbing up and down the pitch channel remote 
control up and down the pitch rocker, if the display moves up and down in line with an 
arrow, then pitch channel pros is set correctly. Otherwise, reverse pitch channel on 

your radio transmitter.
Second, set the parameters

Positive and negative feedback to adjust the size of the phase and roll control. 
AIL channel on the arrow pointing to the feedback factor, joystick up and down the pitch, the data 
from -120 ---- +120, said negative feedback direction, choosing the right direction and size of the 
feedback (usually plus or minus 80-100 between, if the feedback is too large, will cause jitter)

Positive and negative feedback to adjust the size of the phase and pitch control. 
On the arrow pointing ELE channel feedback coefficient, pitching up and down rocker, the data 
from -120 ---- +120, said positive and negative feedback direction, choosing the right direction and 
size of the feedback (usually plus or minus 80-100 between, if the feedback is too large, will cause 
jitter)

Return mode is set, the minimum proportion of the accelerator. 
Move to THR-L settings interface, joystick up and down the pitch, means that the data will change 
between 30-100. The said return mode, a minimum of 30% to 100% throttle. This value is the 
lowest throttle return mode (the other mode, the user complete control of the throttle), if the actual 
throttle is greater than the minimum output (for example the actual throttle: throttle setting a 
minimum of 60%, 70% of the actual output of the receiver, then fly 70% according to the control 
output to set the minimum throttle 60%, the actual throttle to 10%, 60% of the output of the 
throttle.Under return mode, the minimum speed throttle trigger conditions for more than four 
kilometers per hour, if the next return mode, the moving speed of more than four kilometers per 
hour, the minimum throttle is automatically triggered. Otherwise, the actual size of the receiver 
throttle output. )



Set return height. 
Move to set the height of the interface return, the joystick up and down the pitch, the value will turn
on 50,100,150 ..... 500, varies between ---, which means that most of the total return of 50 m height,
100 m. . . . . --- Indicates a high degree (return during the height unchanged), return process, 
according to a certain proportion of the flight control will gradually reduce or increase the height. 
Until finally arrived to set the height.

Set Aircraft type: 
There are two kinds of aircraft types to choose from, flying wing mode and normal mode. When 
selected, the right aileron channel breaking move, until the aircraft type to the appropriate icon.

Set home location: 
If the satellite GPS positioning over 6, set the arrow placed in home position setting, right aileron 
channel breaking move, hold for 5 seconds, the tests show GPS "wait ..." Said it had set 
successfully. The same place, only need to set once, after the same place, it can remain there until 
people change.This setting is very important, is to ensure that an important condition for the aircraft
to return home safely。

Sensor Calibration: 
Every time a new installation on a plane, you need to calibrate once. The aircraft remain true level 
flight attitude (wings remain around the level, under the wing airfoil elevation 5-8 degrees), remain 
absolutely motionless, then right aileron path breaking move, hold for 5 seconds until "hourglass 
"icon continues to remain motionless, waiting for sensor calibration, time calibration in about 10 
seconds to complete (during the aircraft remains stationary state does not move).

Voltage calibration settings: 
Breaking down pitching move the joystick will adjust the voltage, this voltage is adjusted to the 
correct voltage value.
Voltage calibration settings: 

Breaking down pitching move the joystick will adjust the voltage, this voltage is adjusted to the correct 

voltage value.



Frequently Asked Questions: 
1: Aircraft dive at high speed or when the aircraft will be about why the shock? 
A: The aircraft aileron feedback coefficient bit large, the feedback value is large, and will cause the 
aircraft to emerge about vibrations, due emphasis on small this value, the aircraft will be a smooth, 
positive and negative 70-90 between the proposed general setting.

2: Flight control need not require damping measures? 
A: The flight control requires proper consideration of shock, especially oil machine or near the 
motor mounting distance flight control aircraft. Many damping approach. Elastic vacant, bubble 
seats, coins and other flight control pad. General Electric Aircraft, only moderate treatment can, in 
most cases, has little effect on flight control.

3: U2 flight control and coordinate display how big the actual difference? 
A: There are a variety of formats to display the latitude and longitude of the flight control display is 
based on GPS standard output format, degrees, divided into 60 hex; seconds percent if converted 
into 60 hex when data needs to multiply after the decimal point 60. 

Specific conversion as follows: 
OSD Display: E10428.344 - longitude 104 degrees, 28 minutes, 20.64 seconds (60 * 0.344 = 20.64)
OSD Display: N4347.789 - latitude 43 degrees, 47 minutes, 47.34 seconds (60 * 0.789 = 47.34)

The first order of installation instructions: 

1: Flight Control icon installed in accordance with the direction of the front and rear, left and
right horizontally. Remote control receiver and the other circuit is installed, no error checking 

2: Set the minimum throttle channel, 

3: Power-

4: Set the remote control aileron channel pros (remote control channel to the right aileron 
biggest hit, wait five seconds, then enter the settings interface, throttle channel to maintain a 
minimum cumulative time is 0, then we can enter the settings interface, once throttle channel power.
flight timer is started, you can not enter the setup interface! need to re-power, if not into, then the 
remote control aileron channel inverted!)



5: Set the remote control pitch channel pros and cons (see arrow set interface, if not 
correspond to the upper and lower operation, set the remote control to tilt channel inverted) 

6: Set the ailerons and horizontal tail size, and positive and negative feedback (the arrows to 
move the ailerons or horizontal tail set, then move up and down the pitch channel, the data set 
between -120 to 120, sloshing around and pitch the aircraft, positive and negative values achieve 
ailerons and horizontal stabilizer feedback direction, set the size of the feedback data size parameter
is too large, it will cause the airplane flying rock) 

7: Set Aircraft type: arrows to move to the aircraft type, the right aileron channel for 5 
seconds, then replace the aircraft type

8: Set Home Location: arrows to move to the home setting, the right aileron channel for 5 
seconds, save home position (only GPS satellites, in six or more, in order to successfully set!) 

9: Set the sensor calibration (Flight Control is installed on a new aircraft or flight 
environment over the last calibration temperature difference of 20 degrees when the need to re-
calibrate once and generally do not calibrate): Arrows to move to the position sensor calibration, the
aileron channel to Right for 5 seconds, then start sensor calibration (calibration time around to keep 
the aircraft level, the aircraft pitch normal level of about 5-10 degrees elevation flying posture), 
remain still about 10-15 seconds after the completion. 

10: aileron channel to the left, you can save data and exit setup. No pre-flight timer starts 
counting (throttle channel kept to a minimum), you can enter the settings interface again. 

11: All data support power-down save, if there is no change (including the home position 
setting), can not re-set.

 Flight mode description: 

  Automatic return mode: aircraft direction and pitch channel is completely controlled by the 
flight control, manual can not adjust the height can be set to return: Keep switching height, 50 m, 
100 m, 150 m. . . 500 m. (Note that at this time the throttle channel is still remote control runaway 
protection settings when the attention of the throttle channel is set to the appropriate location) 

High fixed orientation flight mode (This mode is very useful, so FPV operation can achieve 
automatic control, similar to other waypoint flight control mode, you can achieve directional flight, 
while the height of the steady climb, flying more arbitrary): When the three-stage switch when hit 
by the middle of equilibrium model for the orientation given high flight mode, this time in 
accordance with the height and direction of flight control switching flight, the remote control can 
fine-tune the flight direction and flight altitude (especially altitude fine-tuning can be achieved, such
as downhill high average rate of climb and glide)

Given the high flight mode: When the three-stage switch hit by the automatic return mode 
middle position, flight mode is set high, then the direction of the remote direct control of the 
aircraft, according to the height from the height of the flight control when switching to control, 
remote control can fine-tune the flight altitude (altitude fine tuning can be achieved, such as 
rappelling high average rate of climb and glide) 

Balance modes: manual control of the aircraft, according to the deflection angle of the 



remote control handle, control aircraft flight control and achieve about 45 degrees pitch attitude 
flying. 

Manual mode: 5-channel control, switch to manual mode, full manual control of the aircraft,
flight control is not involved in the attitude control, FPV does not recommend the use of, for 
security reasons, can not connect 5 channels, completely abandon the manual mode.

Flight control you can use 2S-4S battery if using 3S battery, you can pass a common and 
Figure 3S battery, internal've LC filter circuit diagram can guarantee stable video signal 
transmission, without electrical interference.)


